
January 14, 2020 
 
 
To the UCLA Librarian Peer Review committee, 
 
 
I am writing in strong support of Dr. Diana Ascher’s performance in the areas of instructional 
support and service and workshop development. Since Dr. Ascher assumed the position of Director 
of the IS Lab and Digital Instructional Support Librarian in the Department of Information Studies, 
she has consistently created a welcoming environment in the IS Lab for students and faculty alike. 
Dr. Ascher “hit the ground running” through her efforts to create meaningful projects and 
workshops for students, and in her efforts to conduct brief meetings and digital exchanges to solicit 
from faculty ways in which she could support research and instructional efforts. She has further 
reached out across campus to liaise with staff at libraries and digital initiatives in order to avoid 
redundancy and raise the profile of the IS Lab. 
 
In terms of my own instructional needs, I have encountered a fully remarkable “can-do” attitude and 
effort on the part of Dr. Ascher. I teach some slightly unconventional, challenging classes and 
workshops that focus on preservation principles, and invite students as well as staff from different 
departments and programs on campus. Activities that we conduct may include anything from 
accessing semi-rare books, artifacts and artworks for students to examine and create improved 
storage designed for object protection, to conducting a mock-disaster where books and other 
materials are submerged in water and then remediated as would be done in a museum, library or 
archive. UCLA Library staff have attended at least one of these workshops. These activities require a 
large amount of space, secure storage for the books and artifacts, and access to a myriad number of 
supplies. Not only has Dr. Ascher welcomed these activities, she has stocked up on equipment and 
supplies needed to make sure that these class sessions and workshops can be repeated economically. 
In the case of the mock-disaster, she has personally, or with her student staff, done everything from 
setting out tarps to protect the floors, to freeing carts when we were short and needed them. She has 
further collected artifacts for inclusion in these exercises. She has been there, and on the ready. 
 
Dr. Ascher’s work with students has been equally impressive. She worked with MLIS students to 
complete the cataloging backlog she inherited in the IS Lab. She sought out and accepted a set of 
business archives which were about to be discarded, recognizing the teaching possibilities the 
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records presented. An MLIS student employed in the IS Lab then used this collection to organize a 
workshop on archival appraisal based on what had been taught in graduate coursework. This kind of 
peer-to peer training taught that student organizational skills, and gave all of the participants a level 
of confidence in replicating course work. Next, Dr. Ascher supervised a work/study undergraduate 
student who has broadcasting experience and is interested in pursuing an MLIS degree, and, teamed 
up with current MLIS students, they have begun recording and editing faculty and alumni podcasts. 
This activity simultaneously taught students new skills while building a resource for departmental 
outreach. In the latter two cases, I had direct contact with the students, and they were professional 
and felt supported.  
 
My awareness of Dr. Ascher’s outreach among libraries on campus increased when I served on the 
Information Studies Instructional Services Committee in 2018-2019. This is a committee on which 
faculty rotate, and standing members are the IS Lab Director, IS Programmer/Analyst, and staff 
from GSEIS Educational Technical Unit. In my time on this committee, I was directly exposed to 
Dr. Ascher’s efforts to apprise herself about all of the digital instructional services available on 
campus. This important work was done with the goal of best clarifying the role of the IS Lab within 
this universe, creating allegiances where they can support the IS Lab, and supporting awareness of 
the IS Lab on campus. These efforts were energetic and focused. While I am unable to directly 
address Dr. Ascher’s scholarly activities, I am peripherally aware of her invitations to lecture and 
consult on aspects of digital instruction. 
 
In summary, I believe that Dr. Diana Ascher has systematically performed professionally and at the 
highest level demanded by her job. She has been proactive in her pursuit of educational and research 
opportunities for the students. She has shown exceptional support of my instructional needs, and 
has always made me feel welcome in asking for help.  
 
 
Please let me know if I can further assist. 

 
 
 
 




